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Abstract 
Latent dependencies and relationships between groups of attributes in databases can produce inference 
channels that pose serious security threats. This paper uses a powerful knowledge discovery formalism 
for modeling and identifying latent inference channels in relational databases. The inference discovery 
methodology supports the analysis of precise and imprecise inference in database schemes and extensions. 
An interactive graphical tool for aiding inference discovery in Oracle databases is described. This tool is 
useful for identifying compromising inference channels in databases with many hidden dependencies. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Data dependencies are a major source of database inference (Garvey and Luut, 1992; Morgenstern, 1987; 
Su and Ozsoyoglu, 1991; Ziarko, 1991). Threaded together, dependencies such as FDs and MVDs can 
produce inference channels which pose serious security threats. Several researchers have considered the 
problem of detecting and eliminating "precise" inference channels (Binns, 1993; Garvey and Luut, 1992; 
Garvey et al., 1993; Marks et al., 1994; Qian et al., 1993; Su and Ozsoyoglu, 1991). Precise inference 
channels allow low users to infer the exact values of sensitive attributes. Researchers at SRI International 
have recently developed the DISSECT system, a tool for detecting and eliminating precise inference 
channels due to foreign key FDs in multilevel secure (MLS) database schemes (Garvey et al., 1993; Qiau 
et al., 1993). 

Imprecise inference models the ability to infer approximations (sets or intervals). Often, the granularity 
of imprecise inference is fine enough to constitute a significant security threat, e.g., the inference of au 
individual's salary within a few thousand dollars based on mortgage payments. Despite the security 
risks posed by imprecise inference and its prevalence even in precise databases, few techniques exist for 
systematically analyzing databases for imprecise inference compromises (Garvey and Lunt, 1992; Hale et 
al., 1994; Morgenstern, 1987). One obstacle is to adequately model imprecise database inference. Another 
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is that, unlike its precise counterpart which involves intensional analysis, imprecise inference analysis 
requires the examination of the actual database relations (extension) to establish the granularity of 
inference and evaluate the potential of inference compromise. Detecting an imprecise inference compromise 
involves knowledge discovery - the materialization of latent facts and rules (inference channels) from 
database data (Agrawal et al., 1993; Kaufman et al., 1991; Matheus et al., 1993; Smyth and Goodman, 
1992; Ziarko, 1991). 

Imprecise inference analysis and knowledge discovery also play a major role in investigating inference 
attacks based on external knowledge. These attacks occur when users engage common knowledge and 
existing database data to infer sensitive information. Common sense knowledge, typically expressed in 
imprecise terms, could be introduced as "catalytic relations" (Hinke and Delugach, 1993) to existing 
precise databases. The catalytic relations expand the inference closure and help manifest new, poten
tially compromising inference channels. The presence of imprecise relations and precise relations in a 
catalytically augmented database means that integration and interoperability issues must be considered 
in addition to modeling and analyzing imprecise database inference. 

This paper uses a powerful knowledge discovery formalism for modeling and identifying FD-based im
precise inference channels in relational databases (Hale et al., 1994). The inference discovery methodology 
supports the analysis of precise, imprecise and catalytic inference in mixed databases. A prototype tool 
for aiding inference discovery in Oracle databases is described. This interactive graphical tool is useful 
for identifying compromising inference channels in large databases with many hidden dependencies. 

2 DATABASE MODEL 

This section briefly describes the context model which supports the integration and interoperability of 
classical and imprecise (set-valued) relations. The concept of a "context" or domain partition is used to 
formulate generalized domain integrity and entity integrity properties, and the important notion of an 
imprecise functional dependency. Readers are referred to Hale et al. (1994) for details about the context 
model. 

2.1 Contexts and Database Relations 

A "context" C is a partition on a set b generated by an equivalence relation p on b, a subset of the 
underlying database domain D. Since p captures semantic equivalences between domain elements, the 
equivalence classes inC are sets of "closely related" (indistinguishable) elements. The set of all equivalence 
relations on subsets of D is denoted by Rv. The corresponding context set is Cv. 

Definition Let p and p' be equivalence relations in Rv. Then, p' is coarser than p, i.e., p' ~P p, iff p s;; 
p'. If C and C' are contexts induced by p and p', respectively, then C' is coarser than C, i.e., C' ~c C. 

The relation ~c orders contexts in Cv into a complete lattice based on the coarseness of the generating 
equivalence relations. A "coarser" equivalence relation contains more equivalences than a "finer" equiva
lence relation and yields a "coarser" context with larger equivalence classes. In general, each equivalence 
class in a finer context is a subset of an equivalence class in a coarser context. The finest context is 
generated by the empty equivalence relation; the coarsest context is {D}. Note that~ can order contexts 
on different sets. For example, the relation { {a, b, c}, { d, e, !} } ~c {{ b}, { d, e}} holds. On the other 
hand, the contexts {{a}, {b, c}} and {{a, b}, {c}} are not comparable. 
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The domain integrity property defines legal tuple component values. Contexts enforce domain integrity 
by acting as "sieves" controlling the maximum imprecision of tuple components. Consistent tuple com
ponents pass through sieve openings (equivalence classes) in a context. They are meaningful because the 
equivalence classes comprise semantically-related elements. 

Definition An imprecise component t; is consistent with respect to a context C; iff it is a non-empty 
subset of an equivalence class in C;. 

Definition An imprecise tuple t = (t 1,t2 , ••• ,tn) is consistent with respect to (C1 ,C2 , .•• ,Cn) iff each t; 
is consistent with respect to context C;. 

The domain integrity property reduces to its classical counterpart for contexts with singleton equiv
alence classes. Only atomic values (actually singleton sets) are consistent with respect to these "precise 
contexts." Coarser contexts permit the storage of more imprecise information. 

Entity integrity requires a mechanism for distinguishing tuples. Classical entity integrity is defined in 
terms of equality. The more general concept of equivalence is used for imprecise databases. 

Definition The imprecise components (sets) t and t' are equivalent with respect to a context C, denoted 
by t ~c t', iff t and t' are non-empty subsets of the same equivalence class in C. 

A context acts as a sieve for establishing the equivalence of imprecise values. Since an equivalence class 
(sieve opening) comprises indistinguishable elements, all consistent values passing through the same sieve 
opening are considered equivalent. Context-based equivalence reduces to classical equality for precise 
conte.xts with singleton equivalence classes. 

Definition The imprecise tuples t and t' are redundant with respect to contexts C = (C1, C2 , ... , Cn), 
i.e., t ~c t', iff ti ~c, t: for each component i. 

The definitions of imprecise relation scl1eme and imprecise relation follow. A relation scheme is defined 
as a set of attributes and associated contexts. Classical relation schemes have precise contexts for all 
their attributes; thus, classical database relations can only hold precise information. An imprecise relation 
scheme has coarser contexts on some or all of its attributes. This enables the corresponding relation to 
hold imprecise information. 

Definition An imprecise relation scheme R(A,C) is a collection of attributes A = (A1 , A2 , ••• ,An) with 
associated contexts C = (C" C2, ... , Cn)· 

Definition An imprecise database relation r with underlying scheme R(A,C) is a set of non-redundant 
tuples with re.spect to the contexts in C. 

Entity integrity is preserved by subsuming redundant tuples. In a classical relation, subsumption in
volves the elimination of duplicate tuples. Extra consideration must be given to an imprecise relation 
because it is possible to have redundant imprecise tuple.s that are not identical. Entity integrity is main
tained by "merging" redundant tuples into a single tuple. 

Definition The merge of two tuples t and t' is u = (u 1,u2 , ••• ,un) where u; = t; U t;. 
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The main concepts in this section are illustrated using a simple example. The relation Starting Salaries 
below lists salaries for teachers, electrical engineers (EE), chemical engineers (ChE), and attorneys. The 
imprecise relation is defined with respect to the precise context {{Teacher}, { EE}, { ChE}, {Attorney}} 
on Job and the coarse context {(24K, 50K), (50K +]}on Salary. 

Relation Starting Salaries 
Merged Relation 

Job Salary 
Job Salary 

{Teacher} I (24K 35K] 
{EE} I (35K 45K] 

{ChE} I (40K,50KJ 
I {Attorney} I (60K,90KJ 

Teacher 24K,35K] 

l_{EE,ChE 35K,&OK 
{Attorney} I (60K,90K] 

Now suppose the Job context in Starting Salaries is coarsened to {{Teacher}, {EE, ChE}, {Attorney}} 
to reflect that EEs and ChEs are engineers. The second and third tuples become redundant and must be 
merged to maintain entity integrity. The merged relation above contains non-redundant tuples with re
spect to contexts {{Teacher}, {EE, ChE}, {Attorney}} and {(24K, 50K], (50K+]} on Job and Salary. 

2.2 Functional Dependencies and Imprecise Inference 

Functional dependencies (FDs) have au important role in database inference. This section defines the 
notion of an imprecise FD and shows how imprecise FDs can be induced and threaded together to create 
inference channels. 

Definition An imprecise FD: X(Cx) --t Y(Cy) holds in scheme R(A,C) if for all tuples t, t' in every 
extension r of R(A,O)• tx ~ex t)c implies ty ~cy t~. 

Imprecise FDs connect equivalence classes of left-hand side attribute values to equivalence classes of 
right-hand side values. They specify abstract rules, e.g., "engineers earn modest salaries" and "doctors 
earn high salaries." Imprecise FDs reduce to their classical counterparts for precise contexts with singleton 
equivalence classes. 

Proposition 2.1 An imprecise FD: X(Cx) ---7 Y(Cy) is a classical FD when Cx and Cy are precise 
contexts. 

Inference analysis, whether precise or imprecise, requires ax.iolllS for determining the inference closure. 
The classical model uses ArlllStrong's axioms to define the FD-based inference closure. Counterparts to 
Armstrong's axioms exist for imprecise FDs. 

Proposition 2.2 Imprecise FDs satisfy Armstrong's axiolllS: 

Y(Cy) ~ X(Cx) ~ U(Cu) implies FD: X(Cx) --t Y(Cy) (reflexivity) 
FD: X(Cx) --t Y(Cy) implies FD: XZ(CxCz) --t YZ(CyCz) where Z(Cz) ~ U(Cu) 

(augmentation) 
FDs: X(Cx) --t Y(Cy) and Y(Cy) --t Z(Cz) imply FD: X(Cx) --t Z(Cz) (transitivity). 

Imprecise FDs satisfy certain new inference axioms relating FDs at different precision levels. The 
following inference axiom states that if a piece of information x determines some piece of information y 
using an FD, then information more precise than x can determine information less precise than y. 
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Proposition 2.3 FD: X(Cx)--+ Y(Cy) implies FD: X(Cx)--+ Y(Cy) for all Cx Gc Cx, Cy Gc Cy. 

The remaining inference axioms formalize abduction (Proposition 2.4) and partial deduction (Propo
sition 2.5), the primary mechanisms for imprecise inference. These axioms use "induced contexts" which 
are similar to induced set functions in set theory. 

Given a relation with attributes X and Y, the induced context, Ix _,y(Cx ), is the finest context for 
Y yielding an imprecise FD from X toY with context Cx for X. The induced context is computed as 
the greatest lower bound (glb) of equivalence classes merged in Y based on values in X. It represents 
the greatest lower bound on the inferred information and a! ways exists because the set of contexts is a 
complete lattice. 

Definition Let F be the set function induced by the mapping X --+ Y from X tuple components to 
Y components and let (t(XJ)cx be the set of tuple components that are equivalent to t(X] with respect 
to Cx. An induced context on Y, denoted by Ix_,y(Cx), is constructed by making the set of Y tuple 
components in F( (t[X])cx) redundant for each t(X] and then taking the glb of this collection of contexts. 

Proposition 2.4 FD: X(Cx)--+ Y(Cy) implies FD: Y(Cy)--+ X(Iy_,x(Cy)) and for any Cx such 
that FD: Y(Cy)--+ X(Cx) holds, Cx Gc Iy_,x(Cy). 

Relation R(Salary, Tax) below clarifies the notion of abduction in Proposition 2.4. It has precise 
contexts Cs and CT on Salary and Tax, respectively. The precise FD: Salary(Cs)--+ Tax(CT) holds in 
R. However, the precise FD: Tax(CT)--+ Salary(Cs) does not hold. 

Relation R(Salary, Tax) 
Induced Relation R1 (Tax, Salary) 

Salary Tax Tax Salary 
(20K\ (10%\ 
{25K} {10%} 

I {30K} {15%} 

I {35K\ {17%} 

10% 20K,25K} 
{15%} {30K} 
{17%} {35K} 

An imprecise FD can be induced from Tax to Salary by appropriately coarsening the Salary context. 
According to Proposition 2.4, the new FD is: Tax(CT) --+ Salary(ITax->Sat(CT)) where the induced 
Salary context LTax->Sat(CT) is equal to {{20K, 25K}, {30K}, {35K} }. The induced relation above 
shows the abduced information. It is obtained by merging the first two tuples of the original relation 
whicl1 are redundant with respect to contexts CT and LTax->Sat(CT)· Since inference is confined to the 
database extension, abduction, as defined in Proposition 2.4, actually corresponds to deduction in a closed 
database. However, we prefer to call it abduction because the existence of an FD in one direction is used 
to induce a more imprecise FD in the opposite direction. 

Proposition 2.5 formalizes FD-based partial deduction. This type of reasoning occurs when a subset of 
LHS attribute values is used to infer a RHS attribute value. Note that .iy denotes the coarsest context 
for Y {because information about Y is not used in partial deduction). 

Proposition 2.5 FD: XY(CxCy)--+ Z(Cz) implies FD: X(Cx)--+ Z(Ixy_,z(Cx.iy)). 

Partial deduction is clarified using Relation R(Name, Job, Salary) which has precise contexts CN and 
CJ for Name and Job, respectively, and the coarse context Cs = {{24K,40K], (40K, 60K], (60K+]} for 
Salary. The imprecise FD: Name Job(CNCJ)--+ Salary(Cs) holds. 
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Relation R(Name, Job, Salary) 

Name Job Salary 
Induced Relation R1(Job, Salary) 

{Jim} {Engineer} j30K,40Kj Job Salary 

{Bob {Engineer} 45K,55K j_Engineer 30K, 40K u 45K, 55K 

I {Dan} Doctor 85K,95K {Doctor}~ [85K,IIOK] 

I {Tom} {Doctor} Jj90K, II OK] 

It is possible to infer information about salaries earned by engineers and doctors from R(N a me, Job, 
Salary). This inference is formalized by inducing an imprecise FD from Job to Salary. The induced FD 
obtained by applying Proposition 2.5 is: Job(CJ) ....; Salary(C1s) where CJ is precise and the induced 
context C1s = lNJ-->S(l_NCJ) is equal to {(24K,60K], (60K+]}. The induced relation above, defined 
with respect to the contexts CJ and C1s, shows the information inferred by partial deduction from 
the original relation. Note that the contexts specify the lower bounds on the inferred information. It is 
necessary to materialize the inferred relation to obtain the granularity of the actual inferred information. 

An inference channel is created by threading original and/or induced FDs. An imprecise inference 
channel, like its precise counterpart, is composed of a "use set" of FDs (Maier, 1983). Linear inference 
channels are considered because it is always possible to express nonlinear channels as combinations of 
linear channels (Hale et al., 1994). 

Definition An imprecise inference channel from X(Cx) to Z(Cz) is a sequence of imprecise FDs, 
:F = F1,F2, ... ,Fn, such that X(Cx) = LHS(F1), Z(Cz) = RHS(Fn), and RHS(F;) = LHS(F;+1). 

3 INFERENCE DETECTION AND KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY 

The process of knowledge discovery in relational databases involves the manipulation of multiple relations 
(Agrawal et al., 1993; Kaufman et al., 1991; Matheus et al., 1993; Smyth and Goodman, 1992; Ziarko, 
1991). Many inference attacks occur when users can discover sensitive knowledge by applying operations 
such as join, select and project to derive new relations that materialize latent facts and rules. The context 
formalism described in the previous section helps model these types of inference attacks. Precise and/or 
imprecise FDs are used to guide database knowledge discovery and identify potentially compromising 
inference channels. This section describes the three primary mechanisms for knowledge discovery based 
on FDs: (i) classical closure analysis, (ii) imprecise inference analysis and (iii) catalytic inference analysis. 

3.1 Classical Closure Analysis 

Every database is associated with a set of FDs which constitutes a cover for the real-world relationships 
existing between groups of attributes. The classical FD closure embodies all possible relationships existing 
in a set of precise FDs. Armstrong's axioms (along with rules establishing the semantic equivalence of 
attributes in different relations) may be used to derive the inference closure. The new FDs and inference 
channels derived by applying Armstrong's axioms can be categorized as deductive knowledge. 

Since the computation of the inference closure for a set of FDs is combinatorial, an intelligent approach is 
needed to enumerate the inference paths of interest and determine inference channels. A simple solution is . 
to use a bipartite graph to express the FD cover. This bipartite graph can be transformed to an AND/OR 
tree which is traversed systematically to enumerate all inference paths. 
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The bipartite graph and AND/OR tree representations obtained from a set of FDs are illustrated in 
Figure 1. Figure l(a) shows the bipartite graph representation of the FD set Fdb· Figure l(b) shows the 
corresponding AND/OR tree with inference paths leading to attribute F. Inference paths are enumerated 
by systematically traversing the AND/OR tree. The two paths from AB to Fare shown as tuples with 
FD identifications from Fdb· The path (3 4 5), for example, indicates that FDs 3, 4, and 5 are used to 
generate it. The actual path is traced in Figure l(b). 

3.2 Imprecise Inference Analysis 

Precise inference compromises are detected by performing classical closure analysis on database intensions. 
The detection of imprecise inference compromises, on the other hand, involves intensional analysis to 
identify inference paths (precursors of inference channels), and extensional analysis to compute imprecise 
channels and establish the granularity of imprecise inference. The identification of inference paths is 
similar to classical closure analysis. However, in this case, inference paths can be generated by threading 
together existing precise/imprecise FDs and new induced FDs. Standard search techniques, e.g., dynamic 
programming, can be applied to detect inference paths in databases with small universal attribute/FD 
sets. Larger sets require heuristic techniques and user interaction to guide inference path detection. 

Having identified an inference path, the inference channel is constructed by tracing it from its origin 
(channel antecedents) to its terminus (channel consequents). Starting with the contexts for the channel 
antecedents, the database extension is used to induce contexts at each successive node along the inference 
path until all the channel contexts are computed. The granularity of inference is established by materi
alizing the actual information inferred using the channel. This information is embodied in the "inferred 
relation" containing only the cl1annel antecedent and consequent attributes. It is obtained by joining and 
projecting relations along the length of the inference channel. The joins are performed using equivalence 
with respect to the computed contexts. The merge operation is used to eliminate redundant tuples. 

The methodology for tracing an imprecise inference channel and establishing the granularity of inference 
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G) G) 

Figure 2. Tracing an inference channel. 

is illustrated with a simple example. For simplicity, atomic values are used instead of singleton sets to 
express precise information. 

Consider the mixed database below containing the precise relation R 1(Name, Job) and the imprecise 
relation R2 (Job, Experience, Salary). R1 has precise contexts C1N and CIJ for attributes Name and 
Job, respectively. The precise FD: Name(C1N) -t Job(C1J) holds in R1 • R2 has precise contexts C2J 
and C2E for Job and Experience, respectively, and the coarse context C2s = {(40K,60K], (60K,90K], 
(90K +]}for Salary. The imprecise FD: Job Exp(C2JC2E) -4 Salary(C2s) holds in R2. 

Relation R 2 (Job, Ezp, Salary) 

Relation R 1 (Name, Job) 
Job Exp Salary 

Name Job Doctor lo 6DK BDK 

Bob Doctor Doctor mid 75K,9DK 

Mary Doctor Doctor hi 90K,150K 

Bill Man~r Man~ger lo _l40K,50K] 

Jane Manager Manager mid _l45K 60K] 
Manager hi (60K,90K] 

We show how the inference channel from N arne in R1 to Salary in R2 is traced using the available FDs: 
Name(C1N) -4 Job(CIJ) in R1 and Job Exp(C2JC2E) -t Salary(C2s) in R2. The first half of the channel 
is obtained using the FD: Name(C1N) -4 Job(CIJ) in R1. However, to create the rest of the channel, 
it is required to induce an FD from Job to Salary using the FD: Job Exp(C2JC2E) -4 Salary(C2s) in 
R2 • The required FD: Job(C2J) -t Salary( Gus) (marked (1) in Figure 2) is induced using the partial 
deduction axiom (Proposition 2.5). The induced context C21s = LJE-+s(C2Jl.E) is equal to {(40K+]}. 
To connect the two FDs, we compute the glb of the contPxts Cu and C2J for the common Job attribute. 
Since both contexts are precise, CglbJ = C1J = C2J. Next, the FD marked (2) in Figure 2 is induced from 
FD: Narne(C,N) -4 Job(Cu) in R, using Proposition2.3. Since CglbJ = Cu, the new FD: Narne(C1N) 
-4 Job(CglbJ) is identical to the original FD in R,. Finally, the FD marked (3) in Figure 2 is induced 
from FD: Job(C2J) -4 Salary( Gus) using Proposition 2.3. Since C91bJ = C2J, the new FD: Job(C91bJ) 
-4 Salary(CJs) is the same as the inducing FD. Connecting the two FDs: Name(C1N) -4 Job(CglbJ) 
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and Job(CylbJ) ~ Salary( Cis) produces the inference channel shown in Figure 2. The channel contexts 
C1N and CylbJ are precise, while Cis= {(40K+]}. 

Inferred Relation 

Name Sa.lary 

Bob I (60K, 150K] 
Mary I (60K, 150K] 
Bill 40K,90K 

Jane (40K,90KJ 

The inference channel from Name(C1N) to Salary(Cis) with coarse context Cis = {(40K+]} for 
Salary specifies the~ bounds on the salary information that can be inferred when an individual's name 
is known precisely (context C1N of the channel antecedent is precise). The actual inferred information is 
obtained by joining the original relation R 1 and the (Job, Salary) projection of R2 on the Job attribute 
based on equivalence with respect to C91bJ (= CIJ and C2J). This materializes the inferred relation shown 
above. It is defined with respect to the channel contexts C1N and C1s, and establish<>.s the granularity of 
the actual information inferred through the channel. 

3.3 Catalytic Inference Analysis 

The introduction of common sense information catalyzes knowledge discovery in databases (Hinke and 
Delugach, 1993). The expanded inference closure contains new, potentially compromising inference chan
nels. The first step in catalytic inference analysis is to augment an existing database with catalytic 
information in the form of rules (functions), or, more generally, catalytic relations and associated FDs. 
Thereafter, the methodology is similar to imprecise inference analysis. Inference paths are created by 
threading existing precise/imprecise FDs and catalytic FDs. Having identified an inference path, the 
inference channel is constructed by tracing it from its origin (channel antecedents) to its termination 
(channel consequents) and computing the channel contexts at each node. The granularity of inference is 
established by materializing the inferred relation conveying the actual information inferred through the 
channel. 

The example in Section 3.2 showed how the imprecise inference channel Name(C1N) ~ Job(CylbJ) 
~ Salary(Cis) was materizalized in a database. This example shows how another inference channel 
between the same attributes, Name and Salary, is created by introducing catalytic information. When 
two channels connect the same attributes, they may allow the inference of information of different gran
ularities. The granularities are compared by considering the channel contexts and the actual inferred 
information. If one of these channels is secure, a potential inference compromise exists when the other 
channel does not produce information coarser than the secure channel. A potential compromise clearly 
exists when an inference channel produces finer information than a secure channel. Note, however, that 
a compromise also exists when the two channels are not comparable, i.e., when the channel in question 
produces information which is neither coarser nor finer than information produced by the secure channel. 

The new inference channel from Name to Salary is obtained by adding the catalytic relation Reshown 
below to the original relations R1 and R2 • The catalytic relation Re expresses the fact that snoopers 
might be able to distinguish employees with less (lo) experience from those who have more (mid or hi) 
experience. Re has a precise context DeN for Name and the cont<>.xt GeE = { {lo}, {mid, hi}} for Exp. 
The imprecise FD: Name(CeN) ~ Exp(CeE) holds in Re. As before, R1 has precise contexts C1N and 
C1J for Name and Job, respectively, and satisfies the precise FD Name(C1N) ~ Job(CJJ ). R2 has precise 
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N(ClN)--J(CJ 
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N(~N)- H(CcH) JH(C2JClE)- S(C28 ) 

/ 
N(C ) 

glhN 

induced FD 

induced FD induudFD 

N(C&Ib.; --------- JE(C&IbF&IbJt ----------- S(C18> 

G) G) 
Figure 3. Tracing a catalytic inference channel. 

contexts C2J and C2E, and the coarse context C2s = { (40K, 60K], (60K, 90K], (90K +)}for Job, Exp, 
and Salary, respectively. The imprecise FD: Job Exp(C2JC2E) --t Salary(C2s) holds in R2 • 

R2(Job, Exp, Salary) 

R 1 (Name, Job) Rc(Name, Exp) 
Job Ezp Salary 

Doctor lo (60K,80K] 
Name Job Name Ezp 

Bob Doctor Bob lo Doctor mid (75K,90K] 
Mary Doctor Mary I {mid, hi} Doctor hi 90K, l50K 
Bill Mana_qer Bill lo Manager lo (40K,50K] 
Jane Manager Jane I {mid hi} Manayer mid (45K,60K] 

Mana_Qer hi (60K 90KI 

As shown in Figure 3, the first half of the inference channel is created by combining the FDs: N arne( C1N) 
-+ Job(CJJ) in R 1 and Name(CcN)-+ Exp(CcE) in Rc. This produces the induced FD: Name(CglbN) 
-+ Job Exp(CJJCIE) marked (1) in Figure 3. Since the precise contexts C1N and CcN are equal, CglbN 
= CtN = CcN, and therefore, CJJ = c[J and CIE = GeE = {{lo}, {mid, hi}}. The induced FD: 
Narne(CglbN) --t Job Exp(CglbJCglbE), marked (2) in Figure 3, is obtained using Proposition 2.3. For 
this FD, CglbJ = CJJ = C2J, and CglbE = CIE = { {lo}, {mid, hi}}. Finally, the FD: Job Exp(C9nJCglbE) 
--t Salary(Cis)(marked (3)) is induced from Relation R2 . The induced Salary context for this FD is 
Cis= {(40K+)}. 

Connecting the FDs marked (2) and (3) in Figure 3 yields the inference channel: Narne(CglbN)-+ 
Job Exp(CglbJCglbE) --t Salary( Cis). The channel contexts CglbN and CglbJ are precise, CglbE = { {lo}, 
{mid, hi}}, and Cis= {(40K+)}. 

Inferred Relation 

Name Salary 

Bob 60K,80K 
Mary I (75K' !50K] 

Bill (40K 50K] 

Jane (45K,90KI 
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The inference channel derived using catalytic information is similar to the channel obtained in Section 
3.2 without catalytic information. The channel antecedent and consequent attributes, Job and Salary, 
respectively, and their contexts are identical (CglbN = C1N and C1s = { (40K +]}).The matching contexts 
imply that the lower bounds on the inferred salaries with and without catalytic information are identical. 
However, a potential compromise exists when the inferred relation based on catalytic information is 
materialized by joining relations R 1 , Rc, and R2 according to the inference channel contexts. The new 
inferred relation shown above contains Salary information of finer granularity than the earlier inferred 
relation (Section 3.2). A potential compromise exists because, for example, Bob's Salary is inferred to 
be (60K, 80K] compared with the previous estimate of (60K, 150K]. 

4 KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY TOOL 

The knowledge discovery tool is designed to perform classical closure analysis, imprecise inference analysis 
and catalytic inference analysis. Classical closure analysis is patterned after the DISSECT system (Garvey 
et al., 1993; Qian et al., 1993). DISSECT is able to detect precise inference channels due to foreign key 
FDs in MLS databases. Our approach to knowledge discovery is more general in that it can be applied to 
identify precise and imprecise inference paths. The catalytic inference analysis feature is motivated by the 
work of Hinke and Delugach (1993). Howto:ver, our tool extends their work by modeling and identifying 
catalytic inference channels in mixed databases containing precise and imprecise relations. 

End User 

Main Module 

Database Interface 

Database 

Figure 4. Components of the knowledge discovery tool. 

The knowledge discovery tool operates on Oracle databases. It performs many tasks including defining 
inference paths and relations, deriving inference channels and querying relations. The tool is developed us
ing a Common Lisp Object System (CLOS), its interface manager, CLIM, and a special-purpose database 
interface, DBI (Figure 4). The DBI interfaces the main knowledge discovery module to an Oracle database. 
Its main functions are to load the database and to connect users to the database from within the CLOS 
environment. By incorporating interfaces to other database systems, it is possible to extend the tool 
to heterogeneous database systems. Much of the functionality for on-screen interaction with the main 
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module and database is provided by a user interface implemented in CLIM. The main features of the 
knowledge discovery tool are described in the following subsections. 

4.1 CLOS Representation 

CLOS models are constructed for all objects, e.g., attributes and FDs, in the knowledge discovery tool. 
Each type of object in the system has a corresponding class definition in CLOS. The pervasive use 
of collections as abstractions, such as attribute sets and FD sets, warrant them a place in the class 
hierarchy. These collections are used by special functions in the knowledge discovery tool, e.g., function: 
compute-attribute-closure, which accepts an attribute set and an FD set. Furthermore, objects are used 
to express conceptual distinctions between entities, e.g., an inference channel and an FD set. While an 
inference channel is an FD set, it also connotes a flow of information. The distinction between inference 
channels and FD sets is made by providing them with different presentations so that users can better 
visualize the information flow through inference channels. 

4.2 Common Data Representation Scheme 

As discussed in the preceeding sections, imprecise/catalytic inference analysis requires the storage and 
materialization of imprecise relations. The Oracle DBMS, which only permits the storage and retrieval 
of atomic valued data, must be extended to support imprecise database relations. The imprecise relation 
representation scheme shown in Figure 5 is used to store mixed relations in Oracle. 

Input 

'-----'] 

Threeview• 

of the given 

Imprecise 

Relation 

Figure 5. Imprecise relation representation. 

Each imprecise relation is input as three components (Figure 5). They are: (i) relation scheme (R
LIST), (ii) attributes with associated contexts (C-LIST) and (iii) data tuples (D-LIST). Figure 6 shows 
an instance of an imprecise relation with its three components. The corresponding CLOS representation 
is shown beneath the relation. 

A CLOS procedure decomposes eacl1 imprecise relation into three tables, a physical view table, an 
interval value table and an enumerated value table (Figure 5). These tables are stored in Oracle for 
future access. The three tables obtained from the imprecise relation in Figure 6 are shown in Figure 7. 
The physical view table in Figure 7(a) contains the relational attribute names and their context types. 
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attribute ~ .. <•I .,., 
context (precise) (((2,12)) ((15,20))1 (15,17,191 I ((5,10)) ((15,20)) I 

mgr ((2,10)1 (15,17.191 ((5,10)1 

doc ((5.10)1 (17,191 ((8,10)1 

prof ((15,20)1 (15.171 ((15.20)1 

lawyer {(2,5)1 (17,191 {(20,25)1 

R-UST=((IEST Uob c p) (exp n i) (sal n i) (t.1x n i))) 

C-UST=((IEST (exp in (((2 12)) ((15 20)))) (sal en ((15 17 19))) (t.1x in (((510)) ((15 20))))) 

D-LlST=((JEST((eng<) ((210)) ((151719)) ((510))) ... )) 

Figure 6. Components of an imprecise relation. 

Job Exp_C Sal_C Tax_c t_id all elem_l elemJ Ud .. ~meot Ud 

,,... WI inl e<p 10 w IS I 

"'" wl inl IU 10 sal 17 I 

prof wl inl w 19 I 

lawyer wl "" sal 17 2 

(a) Pbysical View Table (b) Interval Value Table .u 19 2 

w 15 3 

.u 11 3 

w 11 4 

sal 19 4 

(c) Enumerated Value TaMe 

Figure 7. Oracle database tables. 
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The interval value table in Figure 7(b) has those attributes which are associated with an interval context 
type. Each imprecise value, corresponding to an interval, is expressed in terms of its low and high values 
(elemJ and elem_h) which are associated with the corresponding attribute. The enumerated value table 
in Figure 7(c) contains only those attributes which are a..'lSociated with an enumerated context type. Each 
imprecise value is expressed in terms of its component values which are associated with the corresponding 
attribute. The last field in each of the three tables shows the tuple identification (Lid}. Examination of 
Figure 7 indicates that it is straightforward to reconstruct an imprecise relation from its decomposed 
relations. 

4.3 Querying Mixed Relations 

SQL cannot be used directly on an Oracle database containing mixed relations. Specialized query pro
cedures required for inference analysis and knowledge discovery, e.g., join, select, project and merge, 
have been implemented in CLOS with embedded SQL commands. The database interface (OBI) is used 
to submit SQL commands to the Oracle database and transmit results back to the CLOS system. The 
join operation, for example, is performed using equivalence with respect to the glbs of the contexts of the 
common attributes. The input consists of the two relations to be joined and the common attributes on 
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which the join is to be performed. The output joined relation is expressed in the form of three decomposed 
Oracle tables. 

4.4 Knowledge Discovery Methodology 

The following inputs are provided to the knowledge discovery system: 

• Set of FDs (minimal cover) associated with the database. 
• Constraints associated with user queries. These constraints are described in terms of antecedent and 

consequent attribute sets, X and Y, respectively, for the queried relation. The possible constraint 
types are: 

- Type I: Antecedent X. Given X, this constraint generates one or more inferred relations corre
sponding to inference channels between X and other attributes. 
Type II: Antecedent X and consequent Y .. Given both X and Y, this constraint generates one or 
more inferred relations corresponding to inference channels between X and Y. 
Type III: Consequent Y. Given only Y, this constraint generates one or more inferred relations 
corresponding to inference channels from other attributes to Y. 

• Database schema (intension) and relations (extension). 
• External knowledge expressed as catalytic relations (intensions and extensions). 

The knowledge discovery methodology is summarized as follows: 

• Step 1: Add catalytic information if desired. 
• Step 2: Determine if an inference of the form specified by the constraint is possible. If the inference 

is possible, then continue at Step 3. Otherwise go to Step 5. 
e Step 3: Enumerate all paths satisfying the constraints. 
e Step 4: Infer the relation based on user selected inference paths. 
e Step 5: If the FD set is not already expanded, then expand the FD set by applying the imprecise 

inference axioms and go to Step 2. Otherwise exit. 

The determination of the possibility of inference in Step 2 is relatively straightforward for Type I and 
Type III constraints. It is determined by checking the individual FDs in the FD set for antecedent or 
consequent attributes for Type I or Type III constraints, respectively. For the Type II constraint, the 
computation of the attribute closure of the antecedent set X determines whether or not inference from 
X to Y is possible. Path enumeration in Step 3 uses classical closure analysis discussed in Section 3.1. 
The inferred relation in Step 4 is generated by joining the relevant relations along the inference channel 
as described in Section 3.2 and 3.3. In Step 5, the user can choose to continue knowledge discovery by 
expanding the inference closure, or exit. 

4.5 User Interface 

The knowledge discovery tool is designed to present all information in a visually coherent manner. CLIM 
manages this proce.ss using presentation objects. Presentation objects are closely linked to the objects 
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they visualize. They make objects active and facilitate user interaction with objects. An object may have 
more than one presentation object linked to it. Moreover, graphical and textual presentations exist for 
each object. The distinction between inference channels and FD sets is made by providing them with 
different presentations (so that users can better see the information flow in inference channels). Figure 8 
illustrates the presentation of an inference channel in an FD set. 

Visualizing an lnfeKnoe Channel 

,../ Job 

N""' ------;;.< ''>--;;..---··· Solory 

', . 
"Experience' 

Figure 8. Graphical representation of an inference channel. 

Presentations are compositional, thus it is possible to see the presentation of various components of 
an inference channel. As an example consider the attribute set {Job, Experience} in Figure 8 which is 
displayed as a large node with dashed links to each of its elements. The graphical nature of presentations 
makes their layout a major concern. Currently, a simple scheme is employed to ensure that no object is 
presented on top of another. Moreover, users ca1i move presentations around to enhance visual coherence. 

The command language provided by the tool allows users to create, delete, modify and view system 
objects. It also includes commands for executing knowledge discovery methods, such as computing an 
attribute closure, enumerating paths and materializing inferred relations. Users can supply constraints to 
these methods to make them more selective. The command language also provides direct access to CLOS 
and SQL. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Knowledge discovery has a major role in detecting inference compromises. Precise inference compromises 
can be identified by analyzing database intensions. On the other hand, the detection of imprecise inference 
compromises requires the implementation of specialized knowledge discovery techniques to establish the 
granularity of inference in database extensions and evaluate the potential of inference compromise. The 
inference tool described in this paper is designed to perform classical intensional analysis, and imprecise 
and catalytic inference analysis of database extensions. The current prototype is designed to operate 
on Oracle databases. By incorporating interfaces to other database systems, it is possible to extend the 
tool to support knowledge discovery and inference detection in MLS databases as well as heterogeneous 
database systems. 
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